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 BÁTOR TÁBOR FOUNDATION  
DATA PROCESSING CONSENTS FOR VOLUNTEEERS 

 
Volunteer’s name: ____________________________ 
Volunteer’s place and date of birth: ____________________________ 
 
The data processor of the Volunteer’s personal data is Bátor Tábor Foundation (”Bátor Tábor”). Contact: H-1135 Budapest, 
Reitter Ferenc utca 46-48.; batortabor@batortabor.hu; +36 1 302 8808; https://batortabor.hu). The data protection officer of Bátor 
Tábor is Lívia Benkő (l.benko@batortabor.hu).   
 
The circumstances of the data processing carried out by Bátor Tábor, are specified in the document titled as “Data Processing 
Notice for Volunteers” (“Privacy Notice”). We attach the Privacy Notice to our present statement and it is always available here: 
https://batortabor.hu/dokumentumtar/adatvedelem/. The Privacy Notice describes the exact legal basis of the processing of data, 
the scope of the processed data, its duration, and the scope of persons who are authorised to have access to the data, and the rights 
and remedies of the data subject in connection with such processing.   
 

1. Application to Bátor Tábor on any of the application platforms 

When applying, volunteers provide their data which are needed for joining a programme of Bátor Tábor on the 
application platforms of Bátor Tábor, generally upon registration.  

Bátor Tábor may also use such data for other purposes that are referred to in the Privacy Notice, where the 
processing of them is related to the participation of the Volunteer in a camp and such data is needed for that 
purpose. 

Whether the volunteer gives consent to this data processing?  Yes, I do. No, I do not. 

 
 

Please draw an “x” to the chosen box. 
 

2. Processing the data provided by the volunteer after the acceptance of his/her application to join Bátor Tábor 
including those on his/her health status sheet.  

 
With the help of the data collected from the volunteer as indicated on the list, the staff of Bátor Tábor are able to 
organise the sessions, programmes and training for the volunteer as well as implementing safety measures and 
welcoming the volunteer (e.g. establishing personal contact with him/her, putting together his/her diet, and allocating 
him/her to particular cottages). 

 From healthcare volunteer Bátor Tábor also requests their operational licence, healthcare reference, school attendance certificate 
in case of diabetic students, nursing/medical diploma, and suitability certificate for nursing/medical practice.  

Bátor Tábor may use such data also for other purposes that are referred to in the Privacy Notice, where the processing 
of them is related to the participation of the volunteer in a camp and such data are needed for that purpose. 

Whether the volunteer gives consent to this data processing? Yes, I do. No, I do not. 

 
 

Please draw an “x” to the chosen box. 
 

3. Video recordings and photos, interviews and media materials prepared in connection with the camp on/in 
which the volunter may appear. 

With the help of the video recordings, photos and interviews prepared during camps, Bátor Tábor documents its 
activities for external persons which may help to gain resources for its operations  

Bátor Tábor and agents engaged by it may use these materials in the promotional materials of Bátor Tábor and 
SeriousFun Children’s Network (i.e. the association of camps globally enhancing the work of camps providing 
therapy through recreation) and may publish them on their own platforms or in the media by publishing quotations, 
articles or short videos, photos. For instance, a sponsor may request a photo about the camp which it post to its own 
Facebook site as an indication of a donation that it granted to Bátor Tábor.  
 

Whether the volunteer gives consent to this data processing? Yes, I do. No, I do not. 

  
Please draw an “x” to the chosen box. 
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4. Processing the data of would-be volunteers who are put on the waiting list 

 

 The purpose of the waiting list is to record candidates for filling positions of volunteers which become vacant from 
out of those so listed.  

Whether the volunteer gives consent to this data processing?  Yes, I do. No, I do not. 

 
 

Please draw an “x” to the chosen box. 
 

5. Prescription for a newsletter 
 
We created the volunteer newsletter in order to inform our community of volunteers about programmes of the 
foundation, volunteering opportunities, novelties and news. The consent given to the sending the newsletter may be 
withdrawn any time through the link at the bottom of the newsletter given for opting out and by other means, e.g. by 
post. 

 
Whether the volunteer gives consent to this data processing?  Yes, I do. No, I do not. 

 
 

Please draw an “x” to the chosen box. 
 

6. Participation in the Bátor Alumni Program and keeping records which are needed for this.  
 

Bátor Tábor created Bátor Alumni for its former campers and volunteers for the purpose of keeping them informed 
about the life, events and meetings of Bátor Tábor. The objective of the Alumni Program is to keep and maintain the 
Bátor Tábor community for the future. The scope of data needed: the name, email and home address of the volunteer. 

  
Whether the volunteer gives consent to this data processing?  Yes, I do. No, I do not. 

 
 

Please draw an “x” to the chosen box. 
 

7. Bátor Tábor may invite the volunteer to attend any of its charity or press events. The scope of data needed: the 
 name, email and home address of the volunteer. 

 
Whether the volunteer gives consent to this data processing? Yes, I do. No, I do not. 

 
 

Please draw an “x” to the chosen box. 
 

8. Bátor Tábor may invite the Volunteer to participate in a research e.g. in a survey of the experience gained 
during a Bátor Tábor camp. The scope of data needed: the name, email and home address of the volunteer. 

 
Whether the volunteer gives consent to this data processing?  Yes, I do. No, I do not. 

 
 

Please draw an “x” to the chosen box. 
 

 
The legal basis of the above consents is article 6 (1) a) and article 9 (2) a) of the General Data Protection Regulation 216/679 of 
the EU (“GDPR”). The consent is voluntary and can be withdrawn any time in each case. Such withdrawal will not affect the 
legitimacy of the data processing carried out on the consent granted prior to the withdrawal. 
 
I hereby declare that I acknowledge the content of the above notice which has been made available to me for my review and I also 
have had the opportunity to ask my questions in connection with it.  

Dated: _________________, _______________ 
 

_______________________________ 
(place for signature) 

 

 

 

 

 


